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1. Introduction:

Molodtsove (Molodtsov, 1999) initiated a novel 
concept of soft set theory, which is a completely new 
approach for modeling vagueness and uncertainly. 
He successfully applied the soft set theory into 
several directions such as smoothness of functions, 
game theory, Riemann Integration, theory of 
measurement, and so on. Soft set theory and its 
applications have shown great development in 
recent years. This is because of the general nature of 
parametrization expressed by a soft set. Shabir and 
Naz (Shabir and Maz, 2011) introduced the notion of 
soft topological spaces which are defined over an 
initial universe with a fixed set of parameters. The 
authors in (Aygnolu and Aygn, 2012) continued the 
study of properties of soft topological space. Weaker 
forms of soft open sets were first studied by Chen in 
(Chen, 2013). He investigate soft semi-open sets in 
soft topological spaces and studied some properties 
of them. Arockiarani and Arokialancy are defined 

soft  open sets and continued to study other 

weaker forms of soft open sets in soft topological 
space. Later, Akdag and Ozkan (Akdag and Ozkan, 

2014b) defined soft  open sets (Akdag and 
Ozkan, 2014a). 

2. Preliminary Notes About Soft Sets: 

Definition 2.1 (Molodtsov, 1999) Let X  be an initial 
universe set and E  a set of parameters. Let )(XP  

be the power set of X  and A  a nonempty subset of 

E . A pair ),( AF , denoted by AF , is called a soft set 

over X  if F  is a mapping given by )(: XAF P . 

Shortly, a soft set over X  is a parameterized family 

of subsets of the universe X . The family of all these 

soft sets over X  is denoted by AXSS )( . For a 

particular Ae , the collection 

}    :)({ setsoftaisFeF  is considered to be the set of 

e -approximate elements of the soft sets. If Ae , 

then =)(eF .  

Let I  be an arbitrary indexed set and 

}:),{(= IiAFL i   be a subfamily of AXSS )( . 
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The union of L  is the soft set ),( AH  (Maji et al., 2003), 

where )(=)( eFeH iIi
 for each Ae . We write 

),(=),(
~

AHAF
Ii

i


. The intersection of L  is the soft 

set ),( AM (Maji et al., 2003), where )(=)( eFeM iIi
 

for each Ae . We write ),(=),(
~

AMAFiIi . If 

),( AG , ),( AF  are two soft sets over X , we say ),( AF  

is a soft subset of ),( BG  (or ),( BG  is said to be a soft 

superset of ),( AF ) (Maji et al., 2003), denoted by 

),(~),( BGAF  , if BA  and )()( eGeF  , Ae . 

Also ),( AF  and ),( BG  are called soft equal, if BA =  

and )(=)( eGeF , Ae  (Maji et al., 2003). For a soft 

set ),( AF  over X , we define ),(=),( AFAF cc  to be 

the soft complement of ),( AF  such that 

)(=)( eFXeF c   (Ali et al., 2009). ),(~),( AGAF   iff 
cc AFAG ),(~),(  . A soft set ),( AF  over X  is called a 

null soft set (Maji et al., 2003) (resp. absolute soft set  

(Maji et al., 2003)), denoted by A  (resp. denoted by 

AX ), if for all Ae , =)(eF  (resp. if for all Ae , 

XeF =)( ). Clearly, A

c

AX = . A soft point (Das and 

Shmanta, 2013), denoted by ex , is a soft set where 

Xx  and Ae  defined by }{=)( xexe  and 

=)( '

e ex    ee'   in A . ),(~ AGxe   if for the 

element Ae , )(}{ eGx  . Note that any soft point 

Ae Xx ~ . The difference of two soft sets (Pei and Miao, 

2005) ),( AF  and ),( AG  over a common universe X , 

denoted by ),(),( AGAF   is the soft set ),( AH  

where for all Ae , )()(=)( eGeFeH  .  

Theorem 2.2 (Ali et al., 2009) If ),( AF  and ),( AG  are 

two soft sets in AXSS )( , then   

1.   cc
c

AGAFAGAF ),(~),(=),(~),(  .  

2.   cc
c

AGAFAGAF ),(~),(=),(~),(  .  

Theorem 2.3 (Ali et al., 2009) Let ),( AF  and ),( AG  be 

soft sets in AXSS )( . Then the following are true:   

1. AAAF  =~),(  .  

2. ),(=~),( AFXAF A .  

3. ),(=~),( AFAF A .  

4. AA XXAF =~),(  .  

Theorem 2.4 Let ),( AF , ),( AG , ),( AH  and ),( AS

AXSS )( . Then the following are true:   

1. If AAGAF =),(~),(  , then cAGAF ),(~),(   

(Zorlutuna etal., 2012).  

2. A

c XAFAF =),(~),(   (Ali et al., 2011).  

3. If ),(~),( AGAF   and ),(~),( AHAG  , then 

),(~),( AHAF   (Zorlutuna etal., 2012).  

4. ),(~),( AGAF   iff cc AFAG ),(~),(  .  

Theorem 2.5 (Zorlutuna etal., 2012) Let ),( AF  and 

),( AG  be soft sets in AXSS )( . Then the following are 

true:   

1. ),(~),( AGAF   iff ),(=),(~),( AFAGAF  .  

2. ),(~),( AGAF   iff ),(=),(~),( AGAGAF  .  

Theorem 2.6 Let Ae Xx ~  and AXAG ~),( . Then the 

following are true:   

1. If ),(~ AGxe  , then c

e AGx ),(
~
  (Zorlutuna etal., 

2012).  

2. If c

e AGx ),(
~
 , then ),(~ AGxe  .  

3. Soft Topology: 

Definition 3.1 (Shabir and Maz, 2011) Let   be a 

collection of soft sets over a universe X  with a fixed 
set of parameters A . Then   is said to be a soft 

topology on X , if   

1. A , AX  belong to  .  

2. The union of any number of soft sets in   belongs 
to  .  

3. The intersection of any two soft sets in   belongs to 
 .  

The triple ),,( AX   (briefly, 
~
X ) is called a soft 

topological space over X . The members of   are called 
soft open sets. A soft complement of a soft open set 

),( AF  is called a soft closed set in 
~
X . If ),( AF  belongs 

to  , we write ~),( AF . A soft set ),( AF  which is 

http://resportal.iugaza.edu.ps/journal.aspx?id=3
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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both soft open and soft closed is called soft clopen set. 

Definition 3.2 (Shabir and Maz, 2011) Let 
~
X  be a soft 

topological space over X  and ),( AF  a soft set over X . 

Then the soft closure of ),( AF , denoted by ),( AF , is 

the intersection of all soft closed supersets of ),( AF . 

Clearly ),( AF  is the smallest soft closed set in 

),,( AX   which contains ),( AF .  

Definition 3.3 (Shabir and Maz, 2011) Let 
~
X  be a soft 

topological space over X  and ),( AF  a soft set over X . 

Then soft interior of a soft set ),( AF  is denoted by 
),( AF  and is defined as the union of all soft open sets 

contained in ),( AF . Clearly ),( AF  is the largest soft 

open set contained in ),( AF .  

Definition 3.4 (Yumak and Kaymakc, 2013) A soft set 
),( AF  in a soft topological space ),,( AX   is called 

soft  open set if  


),(~),( AFAF  .  

Definition 3.5 (Fayad and Mahdi, 2017) Let 
~
X  be a soft 

topological space and AXSSAF )(),(  . Then ),( AF  is 

called a soft c open if ),( AF  is a soft  open set 

and for each ),(~ AFxe   there is a soft closed set 

),( AH  in AXSS )(  such that ),(~),(~ AFAHxe  . The 

complement of a soft c open set is called a soft c

closed set.  

Theorem 3.6 (Fayad and Mahdi, 2017) An arbitrary 
union of soft c open sets is a soft c open set.  

Definition 3.7 (Fayad and Mahdi, 2017) Let 
~
X  be a soft 

topological space over X  and ),( AB  a soft set over X . 

The soft c closure of ),( AB , denoted by ),( ABCl c , 

is the intersection of all soft c closed supersets of 

),( AB . Clearly ),( ABCl c  is the smallest soft c

closed set in 
~
X  which contains ),( AB .  

Theorem 3.8 (Fayad and Mahdi, 2017) Let 
~
X  be a soft 

topological space, ),( AF  a soft set over X  and Ae Xx ~

. Then, the  following two statement are equivalent:   

1. ),(~ AFClx ce  .  

2. For any soft c open set ),( AG  over X  

containing ex  we have, AAGAF  ),(~),( .  

Theorem 3.9 (Fayad and Mahdi, 2017) Let 
~
X  be a soft 

topological space and let ),( AF  and ),( AG  be soft sets 

over X . Then   

1. ),( AF  is a soft c closed set if and only if 

),(=),( AFClAF c .  

2. AAcCl  =)(  and AAc XXCl =)( .  

3. ),(=)),(( AFClAFClCl ccc  .  

4. ),(~),( AGAF   implies ),(~),( AGClAFCl cc   .  

5. If Acc AGClAFCl  =),(~),(  , then AAGAF =),(~),(  . 

6. )),(~),((~),(~),( AGAFClAGClAFCl ccc   .  

7. ),(~),(~)),(~),(( AGClAFClAGAFCl ccc   .  

4. Soft c Generalized Closed Sets: 

Definition 4.1 Let 
~
X  be a soft topological space and 

AXSSAF )(~),(  . Then ),( AF  is called a soft c

generalized closed (briefly, a soft c g.closed) set if 

),(~),( AGAFCl c   whenever ),(~),( AGAF   and 

),( AG  is a soft c -open set over X . The 

complement of a soft c g.closed set is called soft 

c generalized open set.  

Theorem 4.2 In a soft topological space 
~
X , every soft 

c closed set is soft c g.closed set.  

Proof. Let ),( AF  be a soft c closed set and ),( AG  a 

soft c open set such that ),(~),( AGAF  . Then, 

),(~),(=),( AGAFAFCl c  . Therefore, ),( AF  is a 

soft c g.closed set.  

Remark 4.3 The converse of the above theorem need not 
be true in general as shown in the following example:  

Example 4.4 Let },,{= cbaX  and }{= eA  with a soft 

topology 

})},{,(}),,{,(}),{,(}),{,(,,{= caebaebeaeX AA . 

Then, the soft c open sets over X  are A , AX , 

}){,( be  and }),{,( cae . If }){,(=),( aeAF , then 

}),{,( cae  and AX  are the soft c open sets contain 

),( AF . Moreover }),{,(=),( caeAFCl c . So, 

}),{,(~),( caeAFCl c   and Ac XAFCl ~),( . 

http://resportal.iugaza.edu.ps/journal.aspx?id=3
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Therefore, ),( AF  is a soft c g.closed set, which is not 

soft c closed set.  

Theorem 4.5 Let 
~
X  be a soft topological space and 

),( AF  a soft set over X . If ),( AF  is a soft c open 

and soft c g.closed set, then ),( AF  is a soft c

closed set.  

Proof. Since ),(~),( AFAF   and ),(~),( AFAFCl c  , 

),(=),( AFAFCl c . Therefore, ),( AF  is a soft c

closed set.  

Theorem 4.6 Let 
~
X  be a soft topological space and let 

),( AF  and ),( AG  be soft sets over X . If ),( AF  is a 

soft c g.closed set and ),( AG  is a soft c closed set, 

then ),(~),( AGAF   is a soft c g.closed set.  

Proof. If ),( AM  is a soft c open set over X  such 

that ),(~),(~),( AMAGAF  , then 
cAGAMAF ),(~),(~),(   where cAGAM ),(~),(   is a 

soft c open set. Since ),( AF  is a soft c g.closed 

set, 
c

c AGAMAFCl ),(~),(~),(  . So, 

)),(~),(( AGAFCl c 

)),(~),((~),(~),(=),(~),(~ c

ccc AGAMAGAFClAGClAFCl  

~ ),((~)),(~),((~)),(~),((=),( AMAGAGAGAMAG c  . 

Therefore, ),(~),( AGAF   is a soft c g.closed set.  

Theorem 4.7 Let 
~
X  be a soft topological space and let 

),( AF  and ),( AG  be soft sets over X . If ),( AF  is a 

soft c g.closed set such that 

),(~),(~),( AFClAGAF c , then ),( AG  is a soft 

c g.closed set.  

Proof. If ),( AM  is a soft c open set over X  such 

that ),(~),( AMAG  , then ),(~),( AMAF  . Also, 

),(~),(~),(~),( AMAFClAGClAFCl ccc   . 

Therefore, ),( AG  is a soft c g.closed set.  

Theorem 4.8 Let 
~
X  be a soft topological space. For 

each Ae Xx ~ , either }{ ex  is a soft c closed set or 
c

ex }{  is a soft c g.closed set.  

Proof. If }{ ex  is not soft c closed set, then c

ex }{  is 

not soft c open set and so the only soft c open 

set containing c

ex }{  is AX . So, A

c

ec XxCl ~)}({ . 

Therefore, c

ex }{  is a soft c g.closed set. 

Theorem 4.9 Let 
~
X  be a soft topological space and 

),( AF  a soft set over X . Then, ),( AF  is a soft c

g.closed set if and only if for each ),(~ AFClx ce   we 

have Aec AFxCl   ),(~})({ .  

Proof. Let ),( AF  be a soft c g.closed set and 

),(~ AFClx ce   such that Aec AFxCl  =),(~})({  . 

Since })({ ec xCl  is a soft c closed set,  
c

ec xCl })({  

is a soft c open set and  
c

ec xClAF })({~),(  . But 

),( AF  is a soft c g.closed set, so that 

 
c

ecc xClAFCl })({~),(   . Hence, })({
~

ece xClx   

which is a contradiction. Conversely, let ),( AM  be a 

soft c -open set such that ),(~),( AMAF  . Since 

Aec AFxCl   ),(~})({ , there exists 

),(~),(~ AMAFy 'e
  and })({~

ec'e
xCly  . Then, by 

Theorem 3.8, AexAM  }{~),(  and so, ),(~ AMxe   

which implies that, ),(~),( AMAFCl c  . Therefore, 

),( AF  is a soft c g.closed set.  

Theorem 4.10 Let 
~
X  be a soft topological space and 

),( AF  a soft set over X . Then, ),( AF  is a soft c

g.closed set if and only if ),(),( AFAFCl c   does not 

not containing any non-null soft c closed set.  

Proof. Let ),( AF  be a soft c g.closed set and there 

exists a non-null soft c closed set ),( AG  such that 

),(),(~),( AFAFClAG c   . Then cAFAG ),(~),(   

and so, cAGAF ),(~),(  . Therefore, 
c

c AGAFCl ),(~),(   which implies,  
c

c AFClAG ),(~),( 

Hence,   A

c

cc AFClAFClAG  =),(~),(~),(   and so 

AAG =),(  which is a contradiction. Conversely, if 

),( AM  is a soft c open set such that 

),(~),( AMAF   and ),(
~

),( AMAFCl c Ú
. Then 

A

c

c AMAFCl   ),(~),(  and c

c AMAFCl ),(~),( 

),(),(=),(~),(~ AFAFClAFAFCl c

c

c  
. Therefore, 

http://resportal.iugaza.edu.ps/journal.aspx?id=3
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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),(),(~),(~),( AFAFClAMAFCl c

c

c    and 

c

c AMAFCl ),(~),(   is a non-null soft c closed set 

which is a contradiction.  

Theorem 4.11 Let 
~
X  be a soft topological space and 

),( AF  a soft set over X . Then, the following are 

equivalent:   

1. Every soft set over X  is a soft c g.closed set.  

2. ),( AF  is a soft c open set if and only if 

),( AF  is a soft c closed set.  

Proof. Direct using Definition 4.1.   

5. Soft c

2

1T  Space: 

Definition 5.1 A soft topological space 
~
X  is called soft 

c
2

1T  space if every soft c g.closed set over X  is 

soft c closed set over X .  

Theorem 5.2 A soft topological space 
~
X  is soft c

2

1T  

space if and only if for each Ae Xx ~ , ex  is either soft 

c closed set or ex  is soft c open set.  

Proof. Suppose that ex  is not soft c closed set. Then, 

by Theorem 4.8, c

ex  is a soft c g.closed set. Since 
~
X  

is a soft c
2

1T  space, c

ex  is a soft c closed set. 

Therefore, ex  is a soft c open set. Conversely, Let 

),( AF  be a soft c g.closed set over X  and let 

),(~ AFClx ce  . If ex  is a soft c closed set, then 

),(
~

AFxe   which implies that 

),(),(~ AFAFClx ce    which contradicts Theorem 

5.2. Therefore, ),(~ AFxe   and ),(=),( AFAFCl c . 

On the second case, if ex  is a soft c open where 

),(~ AFClx ce  , then Ae AFx  ),(~ . Therefore, 

),(~ AFxe   and ),( AF  is a soft c closed set.  

Corollary 5.3 Let 
~
X  be a soft topological space and 

),( AF  a soft set over X . Then, the following are 

equivalent:   

1. 
~
X  is a soft c

2

1T  space.  

2. ),( AF  is a soft c closed (resp. a soft c

open) set if and only is ),( AF  is a soft c

g.closed (resp. a soft c g.open) set.  

Definition 5.4 Let 
~
X  be a soft topological space and 

A'ee Xyx ~,  such that 'ee yx  . Then 
~
X  is called a soft 

c T  space if there exist soft c -open sets ),( AF  

and ),( AG  such that either ),(~ AFxe   and 

),(
~

AFy 'e
  or ),(~ AGy 'e

  and ),(
~

AGxe  .  

Theorem 5.5 Every soft c
2

1T  space is soft c T  

space.  

Proof. Let 
~
X  be a soft c

2

1T  space and let 'ee yx   

over X . Then, by Theorem 5.2, ex  is either soft c

closed or soft c open set. If ex  is a soft c closed 

set, then c

ex  is a soft c open set contains 'e
y  and not 

ex . Hence, 
~
X  is a soft c T  space. In the second 

case, if ex  is a soft c open set, then ee xx ~  and 

e'e
xy 

~
. Therefore, 

~
X  is a soft c T  space.  

Remark 5.6 The converse of the above theorem need not 
be true in general as illustrated in the following example:  

 
Example 5.7 Let },,{= cbaX  and }{= eA  with a soft 

topology })},{,(}),{,(}),{,(,,{= baebeaeX AA . Then, 

the soft c open sets are A , AX , }),{,( cae  and 

}),{,( cbe . Then 
~
X  is a soft c T  space but not soft 

c
2

1T  space because }){,( ce  is soft c g.closed set, 

which is not soft c closed set.  

http://resportal.iugaza.edu.ps/journal.aspx?id=3
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Theorem 5.8 A soft topological space 
~
X  is a soft c

T  space if and only if for each pair of distinct soft points 

ex  and 'e
y  over X , )()( 'ecec yClxCl   .  

Proof. There is a soft c open set ),( AU  over X  

containing ex  but not 'e
y  which implies, c

'e
AUy ),(~  

where cAU ),(  is a soft c closed set. Hence, 
c

'ec AUyCl ),(~)(   and )(
~

'ece yClx  . Therefore, 

)()( 'ecec yClxCl   . Conversely, if )(
~

)( 'ecec yClxCl  Ú

, then  c'ec yCl )(  is a soft c open set such that 

 c'ec'e
yCly )(

~
  and  c'ece yClx )(~

  (if  c'ece yClx )(
~

 , 

then )(~
'ece yClx  ). So, )(~)( 'ecec yClxCl    which 

contradicts our assumption. Therefore, 
~
X  is a soft 

c T  space.  

Definition 5.9 Let 
~
X  be a soft topological space and 

),( AF  a soft set over X . Then, the intersection of all 

soft c open sets containing ),( AF  is called the soft 

c Kernal of ),( AF  and its denoted by ),( AFKer c .  

Theorem 5.10 A soft set ),( AF  is a soft c g.closed 

set if and only if ),(~),( AFKerAFCl cc   .  

Proof. Let ),(~ AFClx ce   such that ),(
~

AFKerx ce  . 

Then, there exists a soft c open set ),( AV  such that 

),(~),( AVAF   and ),(
~

AVxe  . But ),( AF  is a soft 

c g.closed set which implies, ),(~),( AVAFCl c   

and so, ),(
~

AFClx ce   which is a contradiction. 

Conversely, let ),( AM  be a soft c open set over X  

such that ),(~),( AMAF  . Then, 

),(~),(~),( AMAFKerAFCl cc   . Therefore, ),( AF  

is a soft c g.closed set.  
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 cالمجموعات المغلقة المعممة اللينة من النوع 

في فضاءات التبولوجيا اللينة. هذا البحث  cسابقاً، قمنا بتقديم ودراسة مفهوم المجموعات المفتوحة اللينة من النوع 

. ناقشنا خلاله cهو تكملة لدراسة هذا المفهوم. قمنا فيه بتقديم ودراسة مفهوم المجموعات المغلقة المعممة من نوع 

بعض الخصائص اللينة لهذا النوع من المجموعات اللينة. أيضاً قمنا بتعريف ودراسة مفاهيم الانفصال اللين  

c0T  وc
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1T إضافة لذلك، قمنا بتقديم مفهوم النواة اللينة من النوع .c  واستخدامه للحصول على

  .cوصف للمجموعات اللينة لتكون مجموعات لينة مغلقة معممة من نوع  
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المجموعات المغلقة المعممة اللينة 
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